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electronic communication systems (see next paragraph).  Otherwise, they would need to be accessible to
manual reading, so placing meters in apartments would not be practical.  Compared to electronic meters,
they tend to be somewhat larger and may present more aesthetic difficulties in their installation if location
inside the apartment is required.

Electronic communication systems that include remote interrogation capability facilitate the installation of
electromechanical meters inside apartments, enabling remote interrogation, meter reading, and billing. 
Another advantage of combining an electromechanical meter with electronic communications such as a
PLCor wireless (see Question 19) is that in the event of a communications or computer failure, the
meter-reading data can be retrieved by directly (manually) reading the meters.

14.  What are the advantages and disadvantages of electronic meters?
Electronic meters were first evaluated by New York State agencies (NYSERDA and DHCR) shortly after the
PSC re-instituted submetering in 1979.  However, only during the past decade have submetering
installations given building owners/managers sufficient confidence in electronic metering to warrant its
extensive use in submetering applications.  The electronic meter is a newer, more compact technology that
presents fewer aesthetic problems than electromechanical meters.  The warranty periods offered by
manufacturers for electronic meters tend to be shorter than those offered for electromechanical ones. 
Electronic meters, like electromechanical ones, must meet ANSI-C12 standards (see Question 10), so their
reliability and accuracy have been verified.

Some electronic meters can be installed in common-area closets or electric rooms, providing access to
multiple apartments with a single meter-reading device.  This reduces the number of apartment meters
required by the building and, accordingly, reduces the submetering implementation cost.  However, if this
type of meter fails (a rare case), data from all the apartments being scanned by that meter would be
unavailable until it is repaired or replaced.

15.  How and where are the apartment meters installed?
Apartment meters are almost always installed near a dedicated apartment circuit-breaker panel or fuse box,
either on the same wall as the circuit-breaker panel or fuse box or in a closet that shares that wall.

Figure 2 illustrates the decision-making process involved in determining where the meters are to be
installed.

16.  What type of submeter is most commonly installed inside an apartment
and why?
In the majority of buildings surveyed during the most recent New York State retrofits, the only dedicated
apartment circuit-breaker panel (or fuse box) locations were inside apartments.  Because this was the only
location where all the electricity consumed by the apartment could be measured, the meter had to be
installed inside the apartment in the proximity of the circuit breaker panel (or fuse box).  If the breaker panel
or fuse box shares a wall with an apartment closet, either an electronic or electromechanical meter with PLC
or wireless (see Question 19) communications can be installed inside the closet subject to applicable local
building department approval.  This type of installation addresses apartment aesthetic requirements and
also facilitates meter reading without requiring apartment entry.  Without access to an available closet, the
most typical installation is an electronic meter that is flush-mounted in the wall (wall construction
permitting) adjacent to the apartment breaker panel (or fuse box).
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